
 

Live to 120? Most Americans say no thanks
(Update 2)

August 6 2013, by Lauran Neergaard

Ninety birthdays maybe, but not 120: Americans hope to stretch out life
expectancy another decade or so, but they are ambivalent, even
skeptical, about a fountain of youth.

A new poll by the Pew Research Center explores attitudes about a
scientific quest: Creating treatments that one day might slow the aging
process and let people live decades longer than is normal today.

Scientists already can extend the life span of certain laboratory
animals—mice, worms, flies—with various techniques. They've also
tried with monkeys, although the evidence in that species is mixed.

There's no way to know if there ever will be some type of Methuselah
pill for humans.

But with the field growing, Pew took the public's pulse and found most
Americans wouldn't want a treatment that would let them live to 120.
Fifty-six percent said no thanks—although two-thirds expect most other
people would want to try such a step, said the report issued Tuesday.

Few expect such a radical idea to become reality, at least by 2050,
although most of those surveyed expect other medical advances that
could more gradually extend life expectancy, such as better cancer care.

When asked about living to 120 or beyond, the survey found 51 percent
of people said that would be bad for society. They worried about a strain
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on natural resources, and that such treatments probably would be
available only to the rich rather than to everyone.

What is the ideal life span? To most Americans, it's between 79 and 100;
the median answer was 90 years, Pew reported.

In the U.S., a child born today can expect to live 78.7 years. Women's
life expectancy is longer, 81 years, than men's, 76.2.

With a rapidly graying population that is bringing concern about the
growth of Alzheimer's disease and an overburdened Medicare system,
caution about the idea of one day living even longer may not be
surprising.

But longevity pioneer Cynthia Kenyon of the University of California,
San Francisco, wonders if the public understands the real goal of such
research, which is better health.

Many of the experimental animals whose lives have been extended look
and act far younger—and are far healthier—than their untreated
counterparts of the same age, she said.

"It would be the equivalent of a 90-year-old person that you think is
looking like a 45-year-old," Kenyon told The Associated Press.

Because aging itself underlies the development of many chronic diseases
as our bodies break down, the theory is that slowing the aging process
might help keep people healthier for longer—even if it's never as
dramatic as what has happened with animals.

"We are very interested in not only life extension, but extension of the
health span," said Dr. Marie A. Bernard, deputy director of the National
Institute on Aging, which pays for much of this research.
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Research into life extension began with the discovery that severely
restricting calories in lab animals—they regularly consume 25 percent to
30 percent less than normal—makes them live longer. Remarkably, they
also were healthier than their litter mates.

That led to the discovery of various genetic alterations that control life
span. Kenyon's research, for example, found that altering a single gene
doubled the life span of roundworms, which stayed healthy until near the
end. Other researchers have discovered similar aging-related gene
mutations in different species.

What about people? Some research has found healthy centenarians are
more likely to harbor similarly protective genes.

The next step is to find medications that might somehow switch on those
protective pathways, rather than drastic dieting or gene manipulation. A
number of candidates have worked in animals. Just last month, NIA
researchers reported that a low dose of the diabetes drug metformin
improved the health and longevity of middle-aged mice.

No anti-aging pill is ready to try in people yet. Aging specialists say for
now, common-sense is the best medicine: Eat a healthy diet, maintain a
healthy weight and exercise.

The Pew Research Center's Religion & Public Life Project survey was
conducted from March 21 to April 8, 2013. The nationally
representative survey involved interviews, conducted on cell phones and
landlines, with 2,012 adults. It has a margin of error of plus or minus 2.9
percentage points.
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